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traditional powers of their own.
Secondly, the growth of the bureaucracy had been
checked both by its increasing cost and also by the im-
possibility of immediately replacing the large number of
Egyptian executive officials who had returned to Egypt
in 1924-25.
Thirdly, experience of the working of the limited native
machinery permitted by the Ordinance had engendered
a widespread conviction that its scope should be greatly
extended.
Fourthly, such extension was gravely hampered by the
inadmissibility under existing legislation of the indigenous
tendency to federation.
On 1st January, 1927, the Governor-General (Sir John
Maftey) issued a minute in which he pointed out the
divergence of the two aims set forth in the Memorandum
of 1922 :—
" The appointment of natives to the public service is merely
a convenience to the alien bureaucracy of which it is a part. The
grant of powers to native magistrates and sheikhs is more in keep-
ing with the prime principle, but here again unless such machinery
stands on a true native and traditional basis it is ofi the main
drive. ... If the encouragement of native authority in the
true sense of the Milner formula is our accepted policy, before
old traditions die we ought to get on with extension and expansion
in every direction. ..."
Sir John ended his note with the following two maxims :
** (a) Experiment boldly with schemes of transferred administrative
control, making no fetish of efficiency, remembering that in
the long run the temper of his own people will do more to
keep a native ruler straight than alien interference, and not
forgetting that our efficiency is often more apparent than
real and lacks those picturesque and " amour propre ** qualities
of native rule which compensate for its apparent crudities ;
(b) Be prepared to grant a worthy scale of remuneration to the
Chiefships we foster, great and small, in order to give them
dignity and status, in the confident hope that we shall thereby
be saved in the long rtm. from costly elaborations of our own
administrative machinery.*
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